
TAKE OFF
WITH
GAIN DAO
CRYPTOCURRENCY
TRADING POOLS

OUR POOLS

ETHEREUM POOL

DISTRIBUTION

CONTRACT:

GAIN

Utility/Governance

42,000,000

GENESIS RATE:

3,000:1 GAIN/ETHER

FINAL RATE:

1:1 GAIN/ETHER

NATIVE
TOKEN:

TOKEN
TYPE:

MAX
SUPPLY: 

USD POOL

DISTRIBUTION

CONTRACT:

uGAIN

Utility

42,000,000

GENESIS RATE:

100:1 uGAIN/USDC

FINAL RATE:

1:30 uGAIN/USDC

NATIVE
TOKEN:

TOKEN
TYPE:

MAX
SUPPLY: 

BITCOIN POOL

DISTRIBUTION

CONTRACT:

bGAIN

Utility

2,100,000

GENESIS RATE:

3,000:1 bGAIN/wBTC

FINAL RATE:

1:1 bGAIN/wBTC

NATIVE
TOKEN:

TOKEN
TYPE:

MAX
SUPPLY: 

TOKENIZED WITH A
1:1 FULL RESERVE
Gain DAO is a series of tokenized, crypto-denominated
pools, which are actively traded by community elected
pool managers.

Pool managers deploy advanced trading
technologies to generate a return on investment for
our pool participants. Anyone can join a pool by
purchasing thecorresponding native token associated
with the pool.



Pool Managers
Pool Managers are tasked with growing the pools through algorithmic

trading in various financial markets, increasing the redeemable rate of

Gain DAO tokens.

Harvesting
Gain DAO token holders have the option to harvest their tokens for the

underlying asset of the corresponding pool. This monthly process burns

100% of the tokens harvested, which permanently reduces the

maximum token supply.underlying asset of the corresponding pool.

This monthly process burns 100% of the tokens harvested, which

permanently reduces the maximum token supply.

Distribution contracts release GAIN, uGAIN and bGAIN tokens in a

steadily increasing linear fashion as demand to join pools increases.

Every new participant joining the Pool pays a less attractive rate than

the previous person, creating a positive impact on the redeemable rate

of token.

New pool participants

GAIN VALUE PROPOSITION

Gain DAO tokens maintain a 1:1 full-reserve ratio with their corresponding pool and can be

directly swapped for the underlying asset via a process called harvesting.

Our community elected pool managers are tasked with generating a return for our pools by

means of algorithmic trading.

All Gain DAO ecosystem tokens are burned once harvested.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

ATTRIBUTES

TOKENOMICS

AUDITED AND TRANSPARENT

WWW.GAINDAO.IO  | HI@GAINDAO.IO

• All GAIN DAO SMART CONTRACTS ARE AUDITED

ETHEREUM POOL USD POOL BETA POOL• POOL MANAGERS TRADING HISTORY AUDITED AND VERIFIED ( , , )

FULLY DOXXED• GAIN DAO TEAM MEMBERS 

FULL RESERVE

TOKEN BURN

DAO ELECTED

All GAIN DAO ecosystem
tokens are held in audited
distribution contracts.

Distribution contracts
release GAIN, uGAIN and
bGAIN tokens in a steadily
increasinglinear fashion
until full distribution has
been achieved.

Tokens can only be 
released from their 
respective distribution 
contract when they are 
exchanged for the native 
token of the corresponding 
pool (Bitcoin, Ethereum 
or USD).

100% of the Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and USD 
collected from the 
distribution contracts are 
sent to the corresponding 
pools for management.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/zokyo_gaindao-sc-audit-zokyoio-activity-6890309011984445440-nxI2/
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/GainDAO/gain-dao-ethereum-pool/9606098
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/GainDAO/gain-dao-usd-pool/9606112
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/Cornerstone1/gain-dao-beta/7670587
https://www.gaindao.io/
https://www.gaindao.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/zokyo_gaindao-sc-audit-zokyoio-activity-6890309011984445440-nxI2/



